
mutualism
…. a moment to pause
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Key for your understanding

Parasite - An interdependent being that takes a little bit more than it gives back

Community- A group of different interdependent beings growing and/or living together in a 
particular area or place

Extremophile- Beings with the ability to thrive in extreme environments (such as hydrothermal 
vents/in no sunlight/ extreme temperatures/ environment many humans could not survive in)

Chemosynthesis- A process by which food (glucose) is made by bacteria using chemicals as the 
energy source

Reciprocal- something done, given, or felt equally by multiple parties AND/OR expressing mutual 
action or relationship.

Making connections is key: your lens that provides 
context can be fluid or adaptive 



Ghost Pipe

Even though it might look like a mushroom, ghost pipe is a forest flower.  It can only be found in 
healthy thriving old forest communities, with dense canopy and little/to no direct sunlight.

How does Ghost Pipe get its groceries? 
Ghost Pipe does not use photosynthesis and instead, is fed by a whole forest community that exists 
right underneath your feet, when you go for a walk. 

How is Ghost Pipe reciprocal? 
The many helpers of forest communities, like bees crawling insects, and others, will drink from the 
hidden nectar wells inside Ghost Pipe. Ghost Pipe’s  luminous white body will also offer a guiding 
light to many who visit or live in the deep forest community. 

CONSIDER: Ghost Pipe is sometimes referred to as a “parasite” meaning it is an 
interdependent being. How might humans be “parasite” in our current society?   
INVITATION: Ghost Pipe & marbled murrelet both require the dense rainforest 

with healthy canopy. Explore a marbled murrelet resource here

https://sierraclub.bc.ca/marbled-murrelet-educational-packet/


….requires dense canopy
Can you find Ghost Pipe?



Tube Worms

Tube worms can only be found in healthy deep ocean, hydrothermal vent communities. In these 
communities, there is very little sunlight, the water is rich with gases and minerals, and 
temperatures can reach up to 350 degrees celsius. Imagine living a really gassy hot tub!   
How do Tube Worms get their groceries? 

Tube worms are fed by the heated energy coming from some of the deepest parts of the earth, up 
through the ocean vents.

How are Tube Worms Reciprocal?
Tube Worms host special bacteria in their bodies and work together to directly feed each other, 

using a process called chemosynthesis. 
Tube worms are also one of the generators of nutrients, which feed an entire interconnected deep 

ocean community

CONSIDER: Tube Worms are sometimes referred to as “extremophiles” meaning they 
are very resilient beings. What are the unique qualities that live in your DNA that 

might allow or limit the communities where you can live?    

INVITATION: Explore the resiliency of different beings, like Raven, in our Pacific 
Lamprey Curriculum (link)



….requires complex & healthy ocean
Can you find tube worms?

See tube worms in their home (LINK)

https://www.oceannetworks.ca/news-and-stories/stories/biodiversity-surprises-at-bubbly-deep-sea-cold-seeps-along-cascadia-fault/


Land & Water coming together
Ghost Pipe and Tube worms share the same responsibilities in their respective communities, on 
the land in the deep forest communities and in the ocean communities near hydrothermal vents.  
A visual of tube worm’s home in the kwakwala speaking peoples territories. 

Both ghost pipe & tube worms are fed by their community and in turn provide nutrients for others, 
not only inside but outside their communities

Ghost Pipe feeds a global community through its relationships with pollinators.
Tube worms are part of the community that maintains the chemical balance of the global 

ocean

Usually the ability to survive and thrive in extreme conditions is only remembered with humans.  The 
largest connections we can make with both ghost pipe & tube worm is they have learned to adapt & 
thrive where many have not. Their resilience is similar to how ḰENI ~ seagull has adapted to the 
extreme city environment (a created concrete jungle) with hyper density for human communities.   

INVITATION: The book SaltWater people share reciprocal relationships with 
both the lands and waters (both salt & fresh) for the SENĆOŦEN. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pmlB4YTLOY8&ab_channel=BritishColumbiaPlantandTreeIdentification
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2Qn3g8TPJ38&t=9s&ab_channel=BigAnimalEncounters
https://www.firstvoices.com/explore/FV/sections/Data/Kwak'wala/Kwak%CC%93wala/Kwak%CC%93wala
https://www.firstvoices.com/explore/FV/Workspaces/Data/THE%20SEN%C4%86O%C5%A6EN%20LANGUAGE/SEN%C4%86O%C5%A6EN/SEN%C4%86O%C5%A6EN/learn/words/e7651a5d-deeb-4f6c-8e46-ea24c88a5436
https://wsanec.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/saltwater-people-1983-delliot-sr-compressed.pdf


Mutualism... working together ... 
being in relationship & being reciprocal 



Making connections for mutual understanding: 

An invitation to reconsider “definitions” 
accepted in western values

are all around us
are the interconnections 

are rarely acknowledged in 
systems that value silos

are a model for equity for all

is rarely recognized
is hard to replicate

is essential to continued co-
existence of all beings

is uniquely place-based

reciprocal    relationships



How have you been reciprocal in your relationships?
An invitation to share your interconnected creativity through images

If drawing is not your jam go to the next page… 



Or use this blank space to share your interconnected thinking in a 

way that is authentic to you



Gratitudes

Gratitude to all the many hands minds & hearts that contributed to our rich feast for 
our minds … for the opportunity to put on another 'pair of glasses' to see

Please remember to send us your creations (education@sierraclub.bc.ca)…. We 
would love to hear from you

We invite you to start with one thing ... just one thing ... take one action to help

Explore Consider How We Paddle Together process guide and supporting rubric
where you are being invited into a relationship from an intercultural lens that 
reimagines what a future pathway could be. This toolkit will help to bridge the gaps 
that have divided the mainstream environmental movement from Indigenous and 
diverse populations. 

https://prezi.com/view/kwmkxe3P2lzBDO52k3DA/
https://sierraclub.bc.ca/wp-content/uploads/rubric-for-process-guide.pdf


Additional Resources

Strong Nations - Plant Cards

https://sierraclub.bc.ca/learn-to-draw-wildlife-mutualism/#next

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kjZyC_fry9s

SENĆOŦEN reciprocal relationships remembered

https://pepakenhautw.com/snidcel-restoration-project/#directions-to-snidcel

https://www.strongnations.com/store/item_display.php?i=7484
https://sierraclub.bc.ca/learn-to-draw-wildlife-mutualism/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kjZyC_fry9s
https://wsanec.com/siset-the-elder-moon-dec/
https://pepakenhautw.com/snidcel-restoration-project/

